
Push the sensor through the hole in the bumper and paste the sensor bracket on the bumper. In 
the same way place the other sensors.

Fix the wiring of sensors and reassemble the bumper on the vehicle

Control unit location                                              Buzzer location

System functionality testing
Check the functionality of the system using a wooden board. Switch on the ignition (do not start the car!) 
And shift the reverse gear. Stand behind the vehicle 1.5 meters behind and gradually zoom in to a vehic-
le with a board facing a sensor up to a distance of 0.3 m. Test each of the sensors this way.

WIRING DIAGRAM

Important Notice:
Parking assistand aids when reversing and parking. Driving skills, low speed, use of the mirrors, 
etc. is always important when reversing and parking. 
  1 parking sensor is designed for vehicles with 12V DC power supply. 
  2 The system should be installed by trained technicians. 
  3 Do not draw the harness close to heat sources and electrical components. 
  4 We recommend to check carefully the places for the sensors before drilling the holes. 
  5 After the installation is complete, check the functionality of the system.

Declaration 
The system serves only as an additional system to ease the parking and therefore the dealer nor distribu-
tor are not responsible for damage caused during parking, where the system is installed.

1. While the ignition is in ON position, shift the reverse gear from neutral 10x (gear shift change you 
need to get done within 1 second) the tenth time shifted reverse gear-let the gear in the reverse po-
sition.

2. The buzzer will beep once after the two seconds.
3. The buzzer will beep twice after another two seconds to confirm the end of programming mode. 
Note: While activated learning function, it is necessary to power the control unit of the parking assis-
tant directly from reversing light bulbs. After the learning process is done, the parking assistant can be 
connected with CAN BUS module according the wiring diagram.
Deleting the learning function:
1. While the ignition is in ON position, shift the reverse gear from neutral 12x (gear shift change you 
need to get done within 1 second) while the twelfth time shifted reverse gear - let the gear in the re-
verse position.
2. The buzzer will beep once after the two seconds.
3. The buzzer will beep long (2 secs) after another two seconds, for confirmation.
After the learning process is done, perform a functional test.

False detection may occur in the following cases:

- test the system first, after the installation
- heavy rain, dirty or damaged sensor may cause a false alarms
- make sure that the self-test is completed and all the sensors are working properly, before you start re-
versing
Sensors maintanance:

THE SYSTEM INSTALATION
The sensors are installed in the rear bumper of 0.45m to 0.65m above the ground. The installa-
tion in the corners of the bumper is not recommended (damage in a collision). Before the instal-
lation, clean and prepare the parts of the bumper where the sensors will be placed. The con-
trol unit should be located in the interior of the vehicle, not to expose it to the effects of heat 
and humidity. 
Caution: Do not attach the control unit to the metal parts of the car!

Installation procedure: 
1 Find a suitable location for the sensors 
2 Measure and mark the spots for the sensors 
3 Drill the holes for the sensors 
5 Install the sensor in the holes and draw its wires to the control unit. Place the sen-
sors in the arrow-up position
6 Mount the control unit with CAN bus module 
7 Connect all connectors and power cables according to the wiring diagram 

Sensors location
Place the sensors so that no part of the vehicle obstructing the detecting.

                       WARNING: Read the manual carefully before the installation. The device must 
     be installed and used in accordance with this manual. The device is 
designed to use for passanger vehicles with 12 Volts power network. The device 
must be connected to 12V and minus pole ground. Neither producer nor the sel-
ler are not responsible for any possible damages and losses which would result 
from improper installation, use or controll of the device, which would be diffe-
rent from the instructions listed below. By improper interference with the devi-
ce or its modification you are at risk of damaging the device itself, or vehicle´s 
power supply and void of warranty. For correct and error-free operation of your 
product, we recommend the installation to perform by professional service.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
PTS 410 is the rear parking assistant system with 4 ultrasonic sensors. The area behind the vehic-
le is electronically monitored while reversing. An obstacle is signalized acoustic way, buzzer sig-
nals an obstacle and how far you are from it by the sound intensity. Closer you are to an obstac-
le, the beeping interval is shortened until the continuous tone (0.3 m). The system includes self 
test function of the sensors and dual intelligent learning function of untrue obstacles on the vehic-
le and therefore is ideal for vehicles with tow bar or spare wheel on the fifth door. 

Reach area and signalisation                              Sensors self test function
     buzzer

Setting up the volume and the frequency of the buzzer
Volume setup:                                                                       Frequency setup:

Sensors sensitivity level setup in relation to installation height level (switch 
no.1)

Turning ON/OFF Anti-Hook function (Switch no.2)
If a vehicle is equipped with a tow bar or has spare wheel placed on the fifth door, 
it is appropriate to enable the Anti-Hook function. When the Anti-Hook function acti-
ve, detected distance is increased about 20 cm between the sensor and the obstacle.
.

The learning function for the cars with tow bar or spare wheel on the fifth 
door.
Parking assistant may signal a false barriers mounted on the car like tow bar, spa-
re wheel on the fifth door or various obstacles mountes near the sensors. Using the 
learning function, the system learns static obstacles around the sensor (tow bar, spa-
re wheel, etc..) and will not signal it. 
Activation of the learning function with reverse gear shifting
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Recommended: use the 16 mm drilling tool. (NR 16 INT, NR 16 INT2).

Before drilling the holes, check if behind the bumper from inside, there will not be any obstac-
le, only then drill the holes in the marked places - use drilling machine with 8mm drill. Then de-
mount the bumper off the car.
Insert the 16mm tool into the created holes. Cutting side should be placed from the painted side 
of the bumper.

From the other side put the sleeve bolt and washer. Then screw the nut and tighten it by hand. 
From the front side of the bumper hold the screw to prevent from rotating.

From the back side of the bumper slowly tighten the nut until you create a hole in the bumper 
(the slower you tighten the nut, the tool creates cleaner edges). After creating all the holes, cle-
an the back of the bumper.

Stick on the double sided tape on the sensors holder from outside. Attach the parking sensor into 
the holder and peel the film off from the double sided tape. Before applying the bracket with the 
sensor, make sure that the sensor is correctly oriented!
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Switch no.1 in the „ON“ position
- standard sensitivity level
- recommended adjustment for sensors 
  installed 50cm above the ground and higer

Switch no.1 in the „OFF“ position 
- reduced sensitivity level
- recommended adjustment for sensors 
  installed from 45 to 50cm above ground  

Do not use the high-pres-
sure cleaning machines to 
clean the sensors. 

Wash the car by low pres-
sure of the water stream.

If the sensors covered 
with ice, melt the ice by 
warm water.

If the sensors covered 
with mud or snow, clean it 
by low-pressure water or 
with soft cloth.

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS PTS 410
Supply voltage 9-16V
Working temperature -40°C to +80°C
Current consuption <250mA
Detection range 0,3 - 2,5m
Sound signalization range 0,3 - 1,5m


